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Programmable switches have been widely used to design network monitoring solutions that operate in the
fast data-plane level, e.g., detecting heavy hitters, super-spreaders, computing flow size distributions and
their entropy. Many existing works on networking monitoring assume switches deploy a single memory
that is accessible by each processed packet. However, high-speed ASIC switches increasingly deploy multiple

independent pipes, each equipped with its own independent memory that cannot be accessed by other pipes.
In this work, we initiate the study of deploying existing heavy-hitter data-plane monitoring solutions

on multi-pipe switches where packets of a “flow” may spread over multiple pipes, i.e., stored into distinct
memories. We first quantify the accuracy degradation due to splitting a monitoring data structure across
multiple pipes (e.g., up to 3000xworse flow-size estimation average error).We then present PipeCache, a system
that adapts existing data-plane mechanisms to multi-pipe switches by carefully storing all the monitoring
information of each traffic class into exactly one specific pipe (as opposed to replicate the information on
multiple pipes). PipeCache relies on the idea of briefly storing monitoring information into a per-pipe cache
and then piggybacking this information onto existing data packets to the correct pipe entirely at data-plane
speed. We implement PipeCache on ASIC switches and we evaluate it using a real-world trace. We show that
existing data-plane mechanisms achieves accuracy levels and memory requirements similar to single-pipe
deployments when augmented with PipeCache (i.e., up to 16x lower memory requirements).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Network monitoring is an indispensable component of today’s networks. Network operators rely
on monitoring systems to collect key statistics about the underlying traffic, optimize network
performance, detect misconfigurations, attacks, and beyond. Three key requirements of today’s
monitoring solutions are: accuracy, i.e., the ability to correctly identify network events, low memory

overheads, i.e., minimizing the amount of resources used on a switch, and reactiveness, i.e., the
time required to detect an event. We discuss the rich body of literature that has long explored the
trade-off among these requirements [11, 28, 32, 41, 45, 53, 56, 63, 71, 73–75].
Traditional monitoring approaches rely on sampling packets from the data-plane of a switch

and updating per-flow counters in the control-plane (e.g., NetFlow [32]). These approaches trade
lower memory overheads in the data-plane (as control-plane memory is abundant and cheap) at
the price of both lower accuracy (as packets are sampled) and higher computational & reactiveness
overheads due to high sampling ratios.
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In recent years, researchers have leveraged new advancements in programmable ASIC data-
planes to cleverly keep and update monitoring data structures entirely in the data-plane [63, 73].
These data-plane approaches monitor each single packet (i.e., no sampling) and therefore achieve
higher accuracy than traditional approaches at the cost of higher data-plane on-chip memory
utilization, which is renowned to be a scarce and expensive resource compared to control-plane
memory [14]. We focus on these data-plane approaches in this paper due to their higher accuracy.

An emerging aspect of ASIC data-planes is that high-speed switches increasingly rely on paral-
lelized packet processing pipe architectures due to slowing in Dennard’s and Moore’s laws [16, 39].
Each pipe interconnects a subset of the ports of the switch to a crossbar element and it only pro-
cesses packets received/sent from/to a port on the switch. Importantly for this work, each pipe
contains dedicated memory resources, i.e., a pipe cannot access the memory of another pipe [37].
Today’s switches may contain up to 16 parallel packet processing pipes [16].

In this work, we initiate the study of the problem of deploying existing data-plane-based moni-
toring solutions on multi-pipe switches. We focus on monitoring data structures deployed on ASIC
switches and do not address data structures deployed on external devices such as SmartNICs or
CPUs. Existing monitoring solutions store statistics about the forwarded traffic at different granu-
larities, which we call monitored traffic classes, depending on the specific use case. For instance,
network operators monitor each single TCP connection for rerouting large flows [3] whereas they
monitor all traffic from each source IP addresses for super spreader detection [18].
We identify three main problems with multi-pipe deployments that result in lowered accuracy

and reactiveness compared to an ideal single-pipe deployment (using the same amount of memory):
• Inefficient memory utilization. In a multi-pipe deployment, all the monitoring data structures are
replicated across all pipes. However, packets belonging to the same monitored traffic class may
arrive and leave the switch from multiple pipes, for instance, when monitoring source IPs or
using a per-packet load balancer (e.g., Flowlet [65], NDP [27]). In these cases, packets of the same
monitored traffic class will spread over all these pipes, resulting in additional memory usage to
store information about each traffic class.

• Strict per-pipe memory resources. Consider an 8-pipe switching chip where each pipe has only
space to store statistics for 1 k flows. If there are 8 k incoming flows and these are non-uniformly
spread across pipes, some flows will not be monitored. Conversely, in a single-pipe deployment,
all the 8 k flows would be monitored.

• Slow or inaccurate detection of network events.When packets of the same monitored traffic class
spread over multiple pipes, it becomes harder to detect a network event at data-plane speed as
switches rely on internal CPUs to aggregate statistics across multiple pipes. Fetching arrays with
hundreds of thousands of elements on the CPU of a switch may take up to seconds [55]. Delays
in, for instance, detecting heavy hitters impact the ability to de-prioritize large flows, which
leads to performance degradation for latency-sensitive flows with microsecond-level latency
requirements (e.g., high-priority RPCs) [5, 47].
In this work, we first quantify the impact of the above problems on two existing state-of-the-art

data-plane monitoring solutions, i.e., FCM-Sketch [63] and Elastic-Sketch [73]. We select these two
mechanisms because they are both lightweights in terms of memory requirements and they can
both be used to implement many monitoring tasks (e.g., heavy-hitter detection, flow size entropy
estimation, super-spreader detection). Our main results using real-world traces show that a naïve
16-pipe deployment of Elastic-Sketch or FCM-Sketch requires up to 8.5x additional on-chip memory

to achieve a similar level of accuracy of a single-pipe deployment.
We therefore design a novel mechanism, called PipeCache, to adapt existing data-plane monitor-

ing solutions to multi-pipe switch architectures. Our key idea is to deploy an existing monitoring
solution on each pipe, partition traffic classes across all the available pipes, and store all monitoring
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information about each monitored traffic class in the assigned pipe, i.e., monitoring information
about one monitored traffic class is not spread among pipes. To achieve this goal, we augment
existing data-plane monitoring solutions with a cache to temporarily store monitoring information
in a pipe before piggybacking it onto any existing packet that must be forwarded to the pipe where
the cached state should be stored. Building PipeCache entails addressing one main challenge:
keeping the cache small so as to achieve close-to-single-pipe accuracy and memory requirements.
A large cache may outweigh the accuracy gains obtained by storing information about a traffic
class in one location. Conversely, a small cache risks filling up too quickly, losing monitoring infor-
mation, and lowering accuracy. We rely on three approaches in PipeCache to keep the cache small:
i) piggybacking as many packets as possible given hardware constraints, ii) cloning a specific num-
ber of ad-hoc packets to drain the cache, and iii) relying on a fallback mechanism when the cache
cannot be drained with the given specific number of ad-hoc packets. Creating and recirculating
ad-hoc packets is a controllable overhead in PipeCache: the fallback mechanism kicks in whenever
the recirculation overhead goes beyond a predefined threshold. Moreover, switches are equipped
with internal recirculation ports that avoid consuming the bandwidth available on the external
ports connected to the switch [38].
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Fig. 1. PipeCache performance.

We evaluate PipeCache using existing
real-world traffic traces augmenting both
FCM-Sketch [63], Elastic-Sketch (ES) [73], Hy-
perLogLog [24], MRAC [46], Beaucoup [18],
and FlowLens [6] for different monitoring tasks:
heavy-hitter detection, super-spreader detec-
tion, and entropy estimation of the flow distri-
bution. Figure 1 shows that PipeCache reduces
the memory requirements to achieve a certain
accuracy level (i.e., an F1-score of 0.9 for heavy-
hitter detection) by up to 7x and 2x compared
to a baseline deployment of Elastic-Sketch and FCM-Sketch on a 16-pipe switch, respectively. More-
over, we show in our evaluation (not in the figure) that PipeCache allows existing monitoring
mechanisms to achieve close-to-single-pipe accuracy and memory requirements. We also show
that cloning packets only results in minimal bandwidth overheads and that our fallback mechanism
preserves information about packets that do not fit in the cache. Finally, we show that PipeCache
is not specific to heavy-hitter detection, showing similar memory gains for a different monitoring
task: super-spreader detection.

We summarize our contributions as:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to quantify the impact of deploying existing
heavy-hitter monitoring data-plane solutions on today’s high-speed multi-pipe switches. We
highlight three main problems of deploying today’s monitoring solutions on multi-pipe switches.

• We show that the on-chip memory requirements for multi-pipe deployment are significantly
higher than with a single pipe, i.e., up to 8.5x additional memory.

• A novel and general system, PipeCache, that temporarily stores and quickly moves monitoring
information of each traffic class to its corresponding storage pipe.

• An implementation of PipeCache on a programmable ASIC switch.
• PipeCache reduces memory between 6𝑥 and 25x compared to pipe-oblivious deployments for
computing heavy hitters, super spreaders, and flow-size and packet-length distributions.

• Showing that PipeCache can augment any existing monitoring work is left as future work.
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2 MOTIVATION AND TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we first introduce the architectural switch model based on multiple pipes. We
then investigate the impact of deploying existing monitoring solutions across multiple pipes and
we compare them to an ideal architecture based on a single pipe. Our results show that, under
identical memory constraints, deploying a monitoring solution on multiple pipes may result in up
to 3000𝑥 higher average error for the heavy-hitter size estimation task (compared to a single-pipe
deployment). Similarly, a 16-pipe deployment may require up to 8.5𝑥 additional memory than a
single-pipe deployment for achieving a close-to-zero error estimation.

2.1 Multi-pipe switch architectures

High-throughput multi-pipe switch architectures. Similarly to multi-core CPU architectures,
switch vendors deploy multiple packet processing pipes (or packet processing engines) to sustain
higher throughput rates. In fact, scaling throughput by increasing the clock frequency of each
individual pipe results in excessive power consumption and increased latency [16]. We show a
simplified representation of a switch architecture chip with two pipes in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Overview of a multi-pipe switch architecture.
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Fig. 3. Throughput and number of pipes trends.

A pipe connects a subset of the switch input/output ports to a crossbar entity, which is responsible
for moving packets across pipes. Each pipe contains a certain amount of memory and computational
resources (not shown in the figure), including SRAM, TCAM, and ALUs. These resources can be
used to store any information needed to process packets according to an operator-configured packet
processing pipeline. Each pipe executes two packet processing pipelines called the ingress and
the egress pipelines. A switch executes the ingress pipeline before the packet reaches the crossbar
entity and it executes the egress pipeline after it.
There is one constraint of multi-pipe switches that is key for this work [38]: packets processed

through one pipe can only read/write/update memory in that specific pipe. Accessing memory on a
different pipe at terabits-per-second speeds requires supporting concurrent data structures across
pipes, which is a complex operation that may reduce the switch throughput because of the higher
memory access latency of a shared memory [40, 72].
The number of pipes deployed on high-throughput switches has been steadily growing.

We investigate current trends in the switching chip design industry with respect to multi-pipe
deployments. Figure 3 shows on the left y-axis (bluish lines) the switch throughput of different
generations of Broadcom Tomahawk (circle marks) and Intel Tofino switches (cross marks).

For both these vendors, throughput has doubled every two years reaching 25.6 Tbps in 2019 and
2021, respectively. Doubling the throughput of a single switch reduces power consumption in a
data center network by a factor of 6x [36]. On the right y-axis of Figure 3, we show the number of
pipes deployed on different generations of the same switches. We only show data that is publicly
available and not covered by NDAs. Broadcom Tomahawk chips doubled their number of pipes
between 2015 and 2017, from 8 to 16 pipes [15, 16] while Intel Tofino3 doubled the number of pipes
from Tofino1, moving from 4 to 8 pipes[26, 39].
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2.2 Deployment Issues

Deployment of existing data-plane network monitoring solutions on multi-pipe switches.

With the emergence of programmable high-speed ASIC switches, researchers and practitioners
have devised a large plethora of highly sophisticated data-plane network monitoring solutions
running at data-plane speeds [11, 28, 41, 45, 53, 57, 63, 71, 73–75]. All these solutions operate at the
level of a stream of packets that updates data structures in a single memory resource. However, on
multi-pipe switch, packets belonging to the same monitored traffic class may traverse different
pipes as we show in this section.

We first define more formally a monitored traffic class as the set of packets that share an identical
subset of packet header values. The subset of packet header depends on the use case and define the
granularity of the monitored traffic class. For instance, a monitored traffic class may be defined as
all the packets with the same source IP address or all the packets with the same TCP/IP tuple (i.e.,
the same TCP connection). In both these two cases, traffic belonging to the same monitored class
may spread across different pipes because packets belonging to the same traffic class may arrive
and leave a switch from different ports. For instance, packets that have the same IP source address
may have different destination IP addresses. Since forwarding is performed based on the destination
address, packets sharing the same source IP address may arrive and leave a switch from different
pipes. Even when a traffic class is defined at the granularity of a TCP connection, packets belonging
to the same TCP connection may be spread by a switch performing per-packet or per-burst load
balancing (e.g., NDP [27], LetItFlow [65], Drill [25], Conga [4], HULA [43], StarDust [80]). In both
cases, due to the lack of a shared inter-pipe memory, the monitoring statistics would be stored on
different locations (i.e., different pipes). We now illustrate the implications of the above problem
with three problems accompanied by examples. In all the following examples, it is irrelevant how
a (monitored) traffic class is defined. It can be defined as a single flow, a source IP address, or
something different. We will simply refer to a generic traffic class (or a flow). In the examples, we
focus on the flow size estimation task.
Problem #1: Inefficient memory utilization due to spreading of monitoring information.

The first problem with a multi-pipe deployment is that the state associated with the same monitored
traffic class may spread overmultiple pipes, fundamentally reducing the amount of available memory
to store monitoring information. For example, consider a traffic class to be all packets with the
same IP source address. Assume we use a simple array data structure to store the number of packets
from each IP source address by indexing the entry in the array using the hash of the IP source
address (as it is common in existing super-spreader sketch-based mechanisms [63]). Since flows
with the same IP source address may be forwarded on arbitrary output ports, the traffic statistics
associated with one traffic class would spread over all the existing pipes. This means that the state
for storing one traffic class on a switch must be replicated over all pipes which, ultimately, reduces
the available memory on the switch to store traffic statistics.

Pipe 1

2k
0

5k + 5
0

H1(IPsrc)

Pipe 2

5k
6k + 5

0

H2(IPsrc)

0

Fig. 4. Inefficient memory usage example.

Consider the example in Figure 4 where the switch
spreads the flows associated with three IP source ad-
dresses over two pipes. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the array monitoring data structure is de-
ployed on the egress packet processing pipeline. The first
(red dashed) traffic class consists of 10 k packets, the sec-
ond (blue solid) traffic class consists of 10 packets, and the
third (green dotted) traffic class consists of 6 k packets.
The switch equally splits the packets of the red and blue
traffic classes between the two egress pipes while it splits
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the green flow with a 1:3 ratio between the two pipes. The switch uses two different hashes 𝐻1 and
𝐻2 to access the arrays in the two pipes to reduce collisions. Assume that the traffic of the blue and
red (green and blue) IP addresses collide on the array in the first (second) pipe and does not collide
on the second (first) pipe. To estimate the size of a traffic class, a natural approach would be to
iterate over all pipes and sum up all the array entries where an IP address hashes to. This approach
leads, however, to a large incorrect estimate of the blue traffic class whose size is estimated at 11 k
packets instead of 10. The key problem is that information of one flow is spread on multiple pipes,
increasing collisions, and effectively reducing the available memory to store traffic statistics.
Problem #2: Strict per-pipe memory resources. Our second example considers a network
monitoring data structure that stores exact per-flow packet counters. Consider the same 2-pipe
switch of Figure 4 where each pipe can store up to 4 flow entries and there are 8 incoming flows. If
the switch forwards 2 flows to Pipe 1 and 6 flows to Pipe 2, then the switch will not have space to
store state for the two extra flows forwarded to Pipe 2. The higher the traffic forwarding imbalance,
the worst the utilization of the memory. The key problem is that a switch is constrained within the
memory of each pipe as opposed to leveraging a shared memory across all pipes.
Problem #3: Slow/inaccurate detection of network events. An advantage of data-plane-based
network monitoring is that the data-plane can either immediately trigger a modification of the
forwarding state or trigger a notification to the control-plane about an observed network event. For
instance, many existing systems keep a counter for each traffic class and trigger an action when a
large traffic class is detected [3, 42]. In these works, the control-plane fetches all the data-plane
data structures to identify large traffic classes, which has been shown to take up to seconds [55].
Ideally, when a counter reaches a pre-configured threshold, the data-plane should either modify the
forwarding in the data-plane (e.g., de-prioritizing a traffic class [5]) or report the traffic class to the
controller [42, 48]. Monitoring and reacting entirely in the data-plane leads to faster reaction times
as packets are processed in hundreds of nanoseconds. Unfortunately, data-plane monitoring and
detection only works as long as monitoring information about a traffic class is stored on a single
pipe. When the statistics are spread over multiple pipes, several problems arise. If one applies the
same single-pipe threshold to each pipe, there is a risk of not identifying some events as the packets
triggering that event have spread over multiple pipes. For instance, in Figure 4, if the threshold is
set to 10 k packets, then none of the pipes identifies the red traffic class as the per-pipe counters
are ∼ 5 k. Instead, one can reduce the threshold proportionally to the number of pipes, e.g., a 10 k
threshold translates to a 5 k per-pipe threshold on a 2-pipe switch. This mechanism catches all
the large traffic classes of a single-pipe deployment, but it also erroneously catches a significant
amount of small traffic classes that go above the threshold on some pipes (because packets may
spread non-uniformly). For instance, in Figure 4, Pipe 2 erroneously detects the green traffic class
as a large class as it receives 6 k packets in Pipe 1.
2.3 Traffic Analysis

To quantify the accuracy degradation due to the above problems, we simulate both Elastic-Sketch [73]
and FCM-Sketch [63]. We first provide a minimal background on these mechanisms and we then
analyze them. In this section, we focus on detecting heavy hitters, i.e., traffic classes sending ≥ 10 k
packets. Heavy-hitter detection is key in many use cases,e.g., traffic engineering/prioritization [5],
capacity planning [23], anomaly identification [49], DDoS detection [68], and more. We refer the
reader to Appendix F for additional background information on detecting heavy hitters. In this
subsection, we define a traffic class as a source IP address as in the FCM-Sketch work [63].
Background on Elastic-Sketch [73]. Elastic-Sketch contains a “heavy” and a “light” part. The
“heavy” part of Elastic-Sketch consists of a set of array data structures that hold the exact traffic
class identifier, the number of packets, and a “vote” metric that is used to evict entries from the
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obtained with Elastic-Sketch.

heavy part. The light part is a Count-Min sketch that stores traffic statistics for traffic classes that
are not in the heavy part. To query the size of a traffic class, Elastic-Sketch sums up the counters of
that traffic class from the heavy and the light parts. Since the heavy part contains the exact traffic
class identifier, errors in the estimate only arise because of the light part. This mechanism keeps
large traffic classes in the heavy part, limiting collisions between small and large traffic classes.
Background on FCM-Sketch [63]. FCM-Sketch has three levels of Count-Min sketches with
decreasing the number of elements and increasing element size (e.g., the 1𝑠𝑡 level contains 219
8-bit entries while the 3𝑟𝑑 level contains 213 32-bit entries). A packet belonging to one traffic class
increases an entry by 1 at level 𝑖 only if the corresponding entry of the indexed element at level
𝑖 − 1 has reached the maximum value (e.g., an entry at level 2 is increased by 1 only if the traffic
class entry at the level 1 is 255). To query the size of a traffic class, one iterates from the first level
and sums up the values until it reaches a level whose value is not the maximum one for that level.
FCM-Sketch distills large from small traffic classes as only large classes appear in higher levels.
The accuracy of existing monitoring solutions quickly degrades with more pipes. We
show through simulations that the higher the number of pipes on a switch, the lower the accuracy
of a data-plane monitoring solution. We only show graph results for Elastic-Sketch (because of its
lower memory requirements) and we mention summarized results for FCM-Sketch (whose graphs
can be found in App. A). We implement Elastic-Sketch using a heavy part consisting of two array
data structures and one light part consisting of a Count-Min sketch with a single hash (as suggested
in the original paper for the hardware implementation). We deploy Elastic-Sketch on multiple
egress pipes and estimate the size of a traffic class by summing up the per-pipe size estimates. We
evaluate Elastic-Sketch using the CAIDA Equinix-NYC data monitor [17] from 2019 containing
21M packets, ∼ 500 k distinct IP source addresses, of which 166 carry more than 10K packets. We
spread packets uniformly across pipes using a connection-consistent ECMP mechanism [19], which
means connections with the same source IP address will be spread across the egress pipes.

Figure 5 shows the impact of a multi-pipe deployment on the F1-score (y-axis) of a heavy-hitter
detector (with a threshold set at 10 k packets) with respect to the amount of on-chip memory used.
The F1-score is defined as 2𝑡𝑝

2𝑡𝑝+2𝑝+𝑓 𝑛 where 𝑡𝑝 , 𝑓 𝑝 , and 𝑓 𝑛 are the number of true positives, false
positives, and false negatives, resp. An F1-score of one (zero) indicates high (low) accuracy. Our
results show that on a 16-pipe deployment, it takes roughly 10x more memory to achieve the same
F1-score of a single-pipe deployment. The results with fewer pipes also suggest that when ECMP
spreads traffic on just two, four, or eight pipes, we still incur accuracy degradation.

Figure 6 shows the Average Relative Error (ARE) of the traffic class estimation for the reported
heavy hitters, i.e.,

∑
𝑡𝑐∈𝐻𝐻

𝑡𝑐∗−𝑡𝑐′
𝑡𝑐∗ , where 𝐻𝐻 is the set of reported heavy hitters, 𝑡𝑐∗ is the real size

of traffic class 𝑡𝑐 , and 𝑡𝑐 ′ is the estimated traffic class size.
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Our results show that by using the same amount of memory, a single-pipe deployment reduces
ARE by a factor of up to 3000x (i.e., from a large ARE of 1.5×102 → 15 000% to a much lower ARE of
0.05 → 5%). With a target ARE of 0.05 → 5%, we observe that it takes 1.7x additional chip memory
every time we double the number of pipes on the switch. With the FCM-Sketch mechanism, we also
observe some accuracy degradation. More specifically, it takes roughly ∼ 4x additional memory to
achieve an F1-score above 0.9 on a 16-pipe switch. Moreover, using the same amount of memory, a
single-pipe deployment reduces ARE by up to a 1000x factor compared to a 16-pipe switch.
Multi-pipe deployments make it harder to quickly detect heavy hitters. We showed in
Section 2.2 that when a monitoring solution spreads over multiple pipes, it may be harder to
quickly detect a network event such as a heavy hitter. Based on the same aforementioned CAIDA
trace and Elastic-Sketch implementation, we measure in Figure 7 the number of false negatives
(left y-axis, bluish lines) and false positives (right y-axis, reddish lines) using a different per-pipe
threshold coefficient (x-axis) to compute the heavy-hitter threshold. This per-pipe coefficient is
used to derive the per-pipe threshold. For instance, if the threshold on an 8-pipe switch is 10K
packets, a coefficient of 0.125 means each pipe reports a heavy hitter if the number of packets of a
traffic class in any pipe exceeds 1 250 packets. Our results show that a substantial amount of either
false positives or false negatives arise, e.g., with 4 pipes and a coefficient of 0.6, we measure > 60
false negatives (out of 166 real heavy hitters) and > 50 false positives. Conversely, a single-pipe
deployment correctly identifies all and only the correct heavy hitters (not shown in the figure). With
a coefficient of 1.0, we have zero false positives (shown as a vertical red line). We observe identical
results for FCM-Sketch. The reason why Elastic-Sketch and FCM-Sketch perform similarly is that
both mechanisms achieve an F1-score of 1 in a single-pipe deployment. The false negatives and
positives are only due to the per-pipe threshold mechanism and how traffic spreads across pipes.
Traffic imbalances degrade accuracy in multi-pipe switches. We showed in Problem 2 of
Section 2.2 a case where a traffic imbalance prevented storing state for two flows. We now quantify
this accuracy drop by configuring each heavy part array of Elastic-Sketch with 213 elements. We
generate an imbalance using weighted ECMP [79]. Figure 8 shows the number of false positives
(y-axis) in single- and multi-pipe deployment as we vary the level of imbalance across pipes (x-axis).
An imbalance level of 𝑥 means that some pipes (i.e., half of them in this experiment) receive up to
𝑥 % less traffic than some other pipes. We see that the higher the number of pipes, the higher the
number of false positives, up to 10x more false positives with 16 pipes and an imbalance of 31. We
observe similar results for FCM-Sketch.
Other monitoring tasks. In this subsection, we focused on heavy-hitter detection, which is a key
building block for different monitoring tasks [11, 29, 45, 53, 61, 63, 71, 73, 74]. In our evaluation
section, we show a similar accuracy degradation for a variety of additional monitoring tasks.
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In the rest of this paper, we tackle the following question:
“Can we devise a mechanism that supports existing monitoring solutions and achieves the accuracy

and memory requirements of a single-pipe deployment on a multi-pipe switch?”

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

We now present a novel approach, called PipeCache, to reduce the overheads of deploying existing
data-plane network monitoring solutions onto multi-pipe switches. The main goal of PipeCache is
to achieve both the accuracy and memory requirements of a single-pipe deployment and support
general existing monitoring solutions. We first present the general design of PipeCache (without
considering hardware implementation constraints) and then present a hardware-aware design.

3.1 Overview

Design overview. Our system relies on a simple idea: storing all statistics information about each
traffic class in one single pipe. To achieve this goal, we deploy existing monitoring data structures
on the egress pipes and we assign each single traffic class to one egress pipe, i.e., the monitoring
information of each traffic class is stored only inside one egress pipe, which we call the monitoring

pipe of that traffic class. This mapping can be realized using hash-based mechanisms that hash the
identifier of a traffic class and use it to select an egress pipe. We show a high-level representation
in Figure 9 where, for instance, the Blue traffic class is stored only on Pipe 1. The challenge is to
update the monitoring information in the monitoring pipes while forwarding packets according to
their forwarding state installed on the device. Packets belonging to the same traffic class may be
forwarded on different egress pipes, making it difficult to aggregate information on a single pipe.
For this reason, we introduce a cache data structure in the ingress pipe to briefly store information
about those packets that must be forwarded to an egress pipe that is not the monitoring pipe of the
traffic class of these packets. To transfer information from the cache to the correct monitoring pipes,
we piggyback any information stored in the cache on existing data packets that are forwarded to
the monitoring pipe of the cached elements.
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Fig. 9. Overview of PipeCache. Each monitored traffic class is stored in one egress pipe, called the monitoring

pipe of the traffic class. For instance, the Red and Green traffic classes are stored in Pipe 𝑛 while the Blue

traffic class is in Pipe 1. A cache in each ingress pipe temporarily stores monitoring information for any packet

that has been forwarded to an egress pipe that was not their corresponding monitoring pipe.

Simplified example. Consider the example of Figure 9 depicting a switch with 𝑛 pipes. The egress
pipes store the data structures needed by an Elastic-Sketch-like monitoring approach [73] but it
could be a different mechanism. We refer the reader to Section 2 for background on Elastic-Sketch.
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The heavy part of Elastic-Sketch is a key-value-like data structure while the light part is a Count-
Min sketch. PipeCache maps each traffic class to an egress pipe (using the hash of the traffic class
identifier), e.g., the monitoring information about the blue traffic class is stored in Pipe 1 while
information about the red and green traffic classes is stored on Pipe𝑛. PipeCache deploys a cache
on each ingress pipe. We do not store the entire packet in the cache but only any information
needed to update the monitoring data structures (e.g., the traffic class identifier or its hashes). In
this example, our cache simply stores a list of traffic class identifiers, one for each packet that has
been added to the cache. The cache of Pipe 1 currently stores information about three traffic classes
(red, green, blue) while Pipe𝑛 only for one traffic class (blue). This information has been added
into the cache whenever (red, green, or blue) packets were routed by the switch to a pipe that was
not their monitoring pipe. For instance, assume that a packet belonging to the blue traffic class
arrives at Pipe 1 and must be forwarded to Pipe𝑛. PipeCache first checks whether the monitoring
pipe of the blue traffic class is Pipe𝑛. As this is not the case, PipeCache caches the identifier of the
blue packet, it fetches from the cache any traffic class identifier that belongs to traffic classes stored
in Pipe𝑛, and it piggybacks them as packet metadata (e.g., the green and red identifiers). When the
packet arrives at the egress pipe of Pipe𝑛, PipeCache updates the monitoring information with
the carried metadata, i.e., it updates the counter of the green (red) traffic class by 2 (1) units.

3.2 Design

The main challenge of PipeCache is to keep the cache data structure small. A large cache would
deliver close-to-single-pipe accuracy yet at a very high memory cost due to the large cache. If these
costs are too high, then traditional approaches would perform similarly if not even better than
PipeCache. We describe three approaches that we use to keep the cache data structure as small as
possible while preserving high heavy-hitter detection accuracy.
Approach #1: Piggybacking metadata. The first approach has been introduced in the previous
overview of PipeCache. It boils down to piggybacking cached information on top of existing
data-plane traffic to move it to the correct monitoring pipe. There is one important trade-off that
we need to keep into account in the design of PipeCache. On the one hand, the more metadata we
piggyback on a packet, the quicker a cache will be drained, supporting our goal to have a small
cache. On the other hand, the more metadata we piggyback on a packet, the higher the cost in terms
of switch resources needed to move this information to the egress pipe (more details in Section 3.3).
It is therefore crucial to assess the impact of the amount of information that we piggyback on the
ability of PipeCache to process traffic with a small cache while achieving high accuracy.
Trade-off analysis with piggybacked metadata. Consider the following example in which a
4-pipe switch receives a stream of 220 packets where i) only a fraction [ = 1

8 of the packets (i.e., 217
packets) go to Pipe 1 and ii) Pipe 1 is not the monitoring pipe for these packets. Now, assume that
the monitoring pipe for a fraction 𝛾 = 1

4 of the packets (i.e., 2
18 packets) in the stream is Pipe 1. In

other words, the number of packets whose monitoring pipe is Pipe 1 (i.e., 218) is twice as much as the
number of packets that are forwarded to Pipe 1 (i.e., 217). According to basic queueing theory, if we
want to prevent the cache occupancy from growing indefinitely, we need to piggyback more than

𝛾

[
= 2 traffic class identifiers from the cache every time we forward a packet. Note that, by carrying

only 2 identifiers the cache occupancy would still grow indefinitely. In this way, we can use the 217
packets forwarded to Pipe 1 to carry the 218 identifiers that will be cached. In general, if we want to
prevent the cache occupancy from growing indefinitely, we need to piggyback more than 𝛾

[
traffic

class identifiers. If 𝛾

[
is higher than the amount of piggybacked identifiers, the cache will fill and

information about the packets not fitting in the cache would be discarded. There exist therefore a
tradeoff between the amount of information that must be piggybacked on every single packet, the
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imbalance of the forwarded traffic, and the ability of the system to drain a cache. Whenever a cache
fills completely and PipeCache does not manage to drain that cache using the available space in
the metadata of a packet (which we evaluate in Section 5), PipeCache relies on the following two
approaches to avoid losing monitoring information.
Approach #2: Generating ad-hoc packets.When a traffic packet hits a full cache, PipeCache
clones the data packet and forwards the cloned copy to its monitoring pipe. When cloning the
packet, the switch also fetches additional traffic class identifiers from the cache so that the cloned
copy helps in draining the cache. This approach guarantees all the monitoring information is
ultimately collected in its assigned monitoring pipe. However, creating clones of a packet has two
main costs: i) switches have a constraint on the amount of packets that can be cloned and ii) a
cloned packet is an additional packet that the switch must process, increasing the risk of packet
drops. We note that the bandwidth requirements are unlikely to be the main issue as the cloned
packets only contain a few traffic class identifiers and are therefore small in size. If the number of
cloned packets exceeds a certain threshold (potentially “zero” if an operator does not want to clone
& recirculate packets), we resort to our third approach.
Approach #3: Resorting to a fallback mechanism. When a traffic packet hits a full cache and
the packet cannot be cloned as described in Approach #2 (because we already cloned more packets
than what the pre-configured threshold allows us to do), PipeCache simply forwards the packet
to its egress pipe without caching the traffic class identifier and it updates the monitoring data
structures in the non-monitoring pipe. We say that such identifiers have been deflected. PipeCache
keeps statistics about the number of deflected packets at a configurable granularity and uses these
statistics to estimate the size of each traffic class. When PipeCache estimates the size of a traffic
class, it reads the counters on the monitoring pipe and then uses the “deflected” statistics to adjust
the traffic class size accordingly. The granularity at which PipeCache keeps deflection statistics
impacts the overall memory consumption. We rely on coarse-grained statistics about the number
of deflected packets from each ingress to each egress pipe. A critical challenge is the potential
inaccuracy of the traffic class estimation due to the coarse granularity of the deflected statistics.
When there are traffic classes with extreme bursts, there is a risk that the number of deflected
packets for these traffic classes is much higher than the pipe-to-pipe amount. This inaccuracy could
lead to underestimating the size of a traffic class. We therefore use a burst detector to mark such
traffic classes. We estimate the size of these traffic classes by reading their counters across all pipes
(from the control plane). The fallback mechanism guarantees that PipeCache does not perform
worse than a naïve deployment under traffic imbalances among egress pipes or bursty traffic.

3.3 Tackling Hardware Constraints

There are several important aspects and constraints to keep in mind when deploying PipeCache on
an ASIC switch. If PipeCache were to require performing complex operations, then its deployment
could be undermined. In this section, we look at the existing constraints known from publicly
available documents about programmable ASIC switches (e.g., Intel Tofino [37]). These constraints
are likely to be present (in some forms) on any high-speed switch ASIC.
The main constraint is the one related to the number of operations that can be performed on a

memory location. Programmable ASIC switches configure portions of their SRAM memories to be
read/written as indexed arrays directly at data-plane speed to be used as registers. A stateful ALU
reads/writes at one single index of the register array per-processed packet. Therefore, one cannot
read/write two elements at different indices in a register array.

The implications of the above constraint on PipeCache are relevant and worth discussing here.
PipeCache must perform two critical operations: Operation 1) pushing and fetching multiple traffic
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Fig. 10. Adapting PipeCache to hardware constraints.

class identifiers from the cache at data-plane speed, Operation 2) quickly identifying which traffic
class identifiers in the cache should be stored on the egress pipe where a traffic packet is being
forwarded. Operation 1 means the cache must be implemented with a register. However, fetching
multiple identifiers requires to have independent registers as a single register can only read one
element. We therefore split both the cache and the existing data structures into multiple slices
where each traffic class is mapped exactly to one slice. See Figure 10 for a schematic architectural
representation. When PipeCache fetches elements from the cache, it fetches at most one element
from each slice of the cache. Similarly, the fetched identifiers will update distinct registers in
the egress pipe. Operation 2 requires deploying per-egress-pipe caches (identified in the figure
with “to-1,. . . , to-n”) as we cannot perform a complex search inside a register array to find which
identifiers should go to a certain monitoring pipe. Having dedicated per-slice per-egress-pipe caches
increases the memory requirements compared to a shared cache as packets of a traffic class can
only be cached in their assigned per-slice per-pipe cache.
Discussion. As explained in the motivation, PipeCache helps in reducing memory requirements
by i) storing per-monitored-class statistics at one single location and ii) leveraging memory resources

across all pipes. If the workload and the monitoring task are such that 1) all packets belonging to
the same monitored traffic class are not spread across distinct pipes and 2) the set of incoming
packets for all monitored traffic classes is spread uniformly across pipes, then PipeCache will not
reduce the memory requirements. We show one such example in App. D in Fig. 30.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

PipeCache is a packet processing primitive that could be realized as part of an ASIC functionality. To
verify its feasibility, we implement PipeCache on top of the FCM-Sketch Tofino implementation [22].
We split each Count-Min sketch into 4 slices implemented with registers. We implement the cache
using a stack, which requires two register arrays. The number of register elements used for the
caches grows linearly depending on the number of slices and not the number of pipes. We verify the
correct implementation of the system running the same CAIDA traffic traces used in the evaluation.

Resource FCM

PipeCache

w/ FCM

SRAM 18.04% 20.94%
TCAM 0.00% 3.47%

VLIW Instruction 5.80% 13.80%
Exact Match X-Bar 4.13% 11.46%
TCAM Match X-Bar 0.00% 5.05%

Fig. 11. ASIC resources used by PipeCache.

ASIC Resource Usage. We summarize the
overhead of our preliminary implementation
of PipeCache (only Approach #1) on a 2-pipe
Intel Tofino1 switch in Table 11. We set the size
of the FCM levels as in the original FCM paper.
We split each level into 4 slices with one-fourth
the original size. We use a per-pipe per-slice
cache of 100 elements. From the table, we ob-
serve that PipeCache requires a little bit of
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additional memory compared to a straightforward FCM-Sketch multi-pipe implementation. The
overhead is due to the additional cache and its logic. We currently use some TCAM to extract all
bits from the header fields to select the target pipe, the forwarded pipe, and the slice. This could be
optimized using bit-slice operations as a ternary match is not necessarily needed. We observe a
higher usage of the exact match crossbar (X-Bar) due to the additional cache logic needed to update
the stack data structures in the ingress pipelines. Our code could be optimized to reduce the impact
of the cache logic on the number of used registers.

5 EVALUATION

We now evaluate the effectiveness of PipeCache on real-world traffic traces, quantifying both
its benefits and overheads compared to state-of-the-art pipe-oblivious approaches. We augment
Elastic-Sketch, FCM-Sketch, HyperLogLog, MRAC, Beaucoup, and FlowLens with our cache-based
pipe-aware monitoring mechanism PipeCache. We first focus on heavy-hitter detection, which is
a key part of many monitoring solutions. We then report results on super-spreader detection and
entropy estimation of the flow size distribution. We answer the following questions:
• “Does PipeCache reduce memory requirements?”

• “What are the packet recirculation overheads?”

• “Does the fallback mechanism identify all heavy hitters with high accuracy?”

• “Does PipeCache quickly detect heavy hitters?”

• “What is the best number of slices?”

• “Does PipeCache cope with traffic imbalances and bursty traffic?”

• “Does PipeCache generalize to other monitoring tasks?”

Our results indicate that four slices suffice to achieve close-to-single-pipe accuracy under load
imbalances and bursty traffic. PipeCache requires minimal bandwidth overheads that fit within the
internal recirculation port of a switch and it requires minimal additional memory resources to store
cached traffic class identifiers, ultimately achieving up to ∼ 10x memory reduction compared to
pipe-oblivious implementations of existing monitoring solutions. Our code is publicly available [1].
Heavy hitter detection and accuracy metrics. We focus on identifying IP source addresses
carrying large amounts of traffic (as in [63]). Each traffic class is identified by the 32-bit IPv4 source
address of each packet. We measure the following accuracy metrics:
• F1-score, defined as 2𝑡𝑝

2𝑡𝑝+2𝑝+𝑓 𝑛 where 𝑡𝑝 , 𝑓 𝑝 , and 𝑓 𝑛 are the number of true positives, false positives,
and false negatives, resp. An F1-score of 1 means high accuracy (i.e., all and only heavy hitters
are reported) while an F1-score of 0 means inaccuracy (i.e., zero heavy hitters correctly reported).

• Average Relative Error (ARE) as the average traffic-class size error, i.e.,
∑

𝑡𝑐∈𝐻𝐻
𝑡𝑐∗−𝑡𝑐′
𝑡𝑐∗ , where 𝐻𝐻

is the set of reported heavy hitters, 𝑡𝑐∗ (𝑡𝑐 ′) is the real (reported) size of traffic class 𝑡𝑐 .
Resource metrics.We quantify the amount of resources used by PipeCache and the baselines
along two dimensions:
• memory: we measure the amount of used memory in bits across all pipes. The cache memory

overhead parameter controls the size of the cache memory with respect to the memory of an
existing monitoring solution. For example, if Elastic-Sketch consumes 1MiB, a cache memory
overhead of 10% consumes 100 KiB for the cache entities.

• packet recirculation: we measure the amount of additional bandwidth (in Gbps and packets per
second) used by PipeCache when recirculating cloned packets.

Traffic traces and forwarding mechanism.We run our simulations using two distinct CAIDA
traces from 2019. We expect to observe similar trends for datacenter traces. The first CAIDA trace
contains 21M packets, roughly 500 traffic classes (i.e., source IP addresses), and 166 traffic classes
generate at least 10 k packets. The second trace contains roughly 100M packets, 2M traffic classes,
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Fig. 12. PipeCache with packet recirculation when augmenting Elastic-Sketch [73]

and 564 traffic classes generate at least 10 k packets. We obtain quantitatively similar results and
show them only for the first trace. We replay the traces through one ingress pipeline and spread the
traffic over the egress pipelines using an ECMP-like flow-consistent spreader. We note that using
an ECMP load balancer gives us a reasonably fair way of modeling how traffic towards different
IP destinations could be forwarded. In fact, in this evaluation, a traffic class is a source IP address
so traffic spreads across egress pipes based on the destination IP address. We generate a traffic

imbalance by changing the weights of a traffic spreader. A traffic imbalance of 𝑥 means that some
pipes have a weight that is 𝑥 times higher than some other pipes, i.e., they receive 𝑥 times more
traffic. An imbalance of 1 means traffic is forwarded uniformly. An imbalance of 31 means one port
receives 31% less traffic than another port. We repeat each simulation 5 times changing the seed.
Existing data-plane monitoring configuration. We configure Elastic-Sketch using two sets
of arrays for the heavy part and a single array for the light part using the hardware approach
described in the original paper. The two arrays in the heavy part are indexed using two different
hash functions and each pipe uses a different set of hash functions. We set the _ value, which is
used to determine when to evict a traffic class from the heavy part, to 8. We configure FCM-Sketch
using 3 levels of Count-Min sketches. Each sketch contains two arrays indexed with two different
hash functions. The bit size of the element is 8, 16, and 32 for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd levels. The
number of entries is reduced by 8x per increasing level. We show graph results for Elastic-Sketch
and report summaries for FCM-Sketch (with key graphs in App. B). Packet recirculation overheads
do not depend on the monitoring solutions but only on the number of pipes, number of slices, cache
sizes, and traffic traces. We note that FCM-Sketch requires more memory than Elastic-Sketch to
achieve the same F1-score (as previously shown in Figure 1, meaning that FCM-Sketch will use
larger caches in our simulations (thus incurring significantly lower packet recirculation overheads).
PipeCache achieves close to single-pipe accuracy. We first quantify the accuracy and per-
formance overheads of the PipeCache version that recirculates cloned packets when a cache is
full and the fallback mechanism is disabled. Figure 12 shows the F1-score (left y-axis, blue) over
the per-bit memory utilization (x-axis) for both the single-pipe (cross mark) and 16-pipe (square
mark) deployments as well as the 16-pipe deployment with a cache memory overhead of 20%
(right-facing triangle mark) and 40% (bottom-facing triangle mark). We let PipeCache recirculate
as many packets as needed so that all information ends up being stored in the correct pipe.
We first observe that the F1-score of our cache-based approaches is close to the one of the

single-pipe deployment. Compared to the 16-pipe baseline deployment (square marks), PipeCache
reduces the memory requirements by 6x for any F1-score above 0.7. As for FCM-Sketch, we reduce
memory consumption between a factor of 2 − 3.3x for F1-scores above 0.9 (see Figure 26 in App. B).
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PipeCache detects heavy hitters without aggregating information from multiple pipes.

A side result of Figure 12 is that PipeCache quickly identifies all heavy hitters without aggregating
information from different pipes. Conversely, the baseline approach from Figure 7 in Section 2
suffers from either a large number of false positives or false negatives. Specifically, PipeCache
detects all and only the heavy hitters of Figure 7 without any false positives while the baseline
detects all the heavy hitters with 1000s of false positives with a per-pipe detection coefficient of 1

16 .
PipeCache quickly detects heavy hitters at the per-pipe level. Caching packet information
as in PipeCache may delay the detection of a heavy-hitter. The impact of this delay is however
negligible for one main reason. The larger per-slice queue in all our simulations is 256, which
means we may delay at most 256 packets of a single traffic class. Any heavy-hitter with a size that
is 256 packets larger than the heavy-hitter detection threshold would be detected as packets would
start to be recirculated. Moreover, in expectation, each cache contains packets from different traffic
classes, which would further lower the detection gap. We measure this delay by comparing an ideal
single-pipe detection and PipeCache using the 16-pipe deployment of Figure 7. We measure the
average heavy-hitter detection packet delay, which measures after how many additional packets
(from the instant we generate the 10000th packet of a traffic class) PipeCache detects a heavy-hitter.
Our results show that the average detection delay is 2 633 packets. On a 25.6-Tbps switch and
average packet sizes of 1 kB, this delay translates to 800 nanoseconds. The CPU of a switch would
require seconds to perform the same detection [55].
PipeCache requires minimal bandwidth overheads.We have shown that PipeCache achieves
a similar performance to single-pipe deployment. However, we achieve this by recirculating cloned
packets whenever caches are full, which increases bandwidth overheads. Without a cache, almost
all packets need to recirculate as they are likely to be forwarded towards any of the 15 pipes that do
not store state for that packet. Recirculating so many packets would pose high overheads on today’s
ASIC switches. Figure 12 shows the bandwidth overheads (right red y-axis) for our cache-based
solutions. We see that the bandwidth overheads are always below 3% and quickly decrease as we
use more memory for both Elastic-Sketch and our cache. The recirculation overheads are higher
when we consider the percentage of recirculated packets (not explicitly shown in the graph). The
percentage of recirculated packets can be obtained by multiplying the bandwidth overhead by
900B
72B = 12.5, where 900B is the average packet size in our trace and 72B is our recirculated packet.
Our graphs show that to achieve an F1-score above 0.8 (0.99), PipeCache only incurs a bandwidth
overhead below 0.2% (0.08%) with a 40% cache memory overhead, which translates to recirculating
2.5% (1%) of the total number of packets. We make the following two important observations about
these observed packet recirculation overheads. First, today’s ASIC switches are designed to handle
more than 2.5% of recirculated packets with internal recirculation ports. Second, by recirculating
2.5% of the packets, a switch would achieve line-rate for packets with an average size of 308 bytes
instead of 300 bytes [39], which is minimal overhead.
False negatives arise without packet recirculation. We now show that limiting packet recircu-
lation leads to false negatives, i.e., undetected heavy hitters. Figure 13 shows the number of true
positives (left blue y-axis) and the number of false positives (right red y-axis) over different memory
utilizations (x-axis) for different thresholds on the number of packets that can be recirculated: 0%
(which only counts packets forwarded to their monitoring pipe), 5%, and 20%. All these simulations
use a cache memory overhead of 20%. Our graph shows several interesting results. First, when
we use a small memory (left side of the graph), we miss detecting a significant amount of heavy
hitters (blue lines below 166) and the number of false positives is relatively high. Second, when
we increase the amount of memory, we observe that the number of true positives (i.e., correctly
detected heavy hitters) increases and the number of false positives decreases. In fact, by using more
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accurate detection of heavy hitters (Elastic-Sketch).

memory, our cache becomes larger and we recirculate fewer packets. Surprisingly, even with a 0%
threshold, PipeCache identifies all the 166 heavy hitters as the cache is large enough to absorb
bursts of traffic going to non-monitoring pipes.
The fallback mechanism of PipeCache increases the detection of heavy hitters. We
have shown in Figure 13 that when we limit the percentage of packets that can be recirculated, a
non-negligible fraction of heavy hitters go undetected, especially when using less memory (left side
of the graph). We now show the impact of using the fallback mechanism proposed in Section 3. The
fallback mechanism kicks in whenever a cache is full and the percentage of recirculated packets has
reached a pre-configured limit. Instead of disregarding a packet, the fallback mechanism forwards
the packet to its designed egress port (and pipe) and updates the data structures on that pipe.
Figure 14 shows again the number of true positives (left blue y-axis) and false positives (right red
y-axis) over different memory sizes for PipeCache with different packet recirculation thresholds
when using the fallback mechanism. Our results show that the fallback mechanism trades a higher
number of false positives for higher true positives: it identifies all the 166 heavy hitters (blue lines
at the top of the graph) at the cost of a higher number of false positives (compared to Figure 13).
We note that the number of false positives at low memory utilization is high. Due to high packet
recirculation, the fallback mechanism behaves similarly to the 16-pipe baseline.
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Fig. 15. Recirculation overheads vs. # slices.

Four slices better absorb bursts. The higher the num-
ber of slices, the larger the amount of information that
can be transferred from the cache to the monitoring data
structures in the egress pipes. Intuitively, the higher the
number of slices, the lower the packet recirculation needs
as the caches can be flushed quicker. However, the higher
the number of slices, the smaller the per-slice cache size
(as we have the same cache memory overhead partitioned
over a higher number of cache slices). Figure 15 shows
the percentage of recirculated packets (y-axis) over the
amount of utilized memory for a different number of
slices: 2 (cross mark), 4 (triangle mark), 8 (square mark), and 16 (circle mark). We set the number of
pipes to 16 and the cache memory overhead to 20%. Our results show that with 4 slices we obtain
the lower packet recirculation overhead. With 2 slices, PipeCache does not piggyback enough
identifiers to drain the caches. With 8 or 16 slices, the caches are instead too small compared to 4
slices.
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PipeCache copeswith traffic imbalances. We showhow traffic imbalances affect the percentage
of recirculated packets. Figure 16 shows the percentage of recirculated packets (y-axis) over the
amount of utilized memory (x-axis) for different levels of imbalance: 1 (bottom-facing triangle
marks), 3 (square marks), 7 (circle marks), 15 (cross marks), and 31 (top-facing triangle marks). An
imbalance of 1 is a uniform load balance while an imbalance of 31 means that some pipes (i.e., one
pipe in this test) receive 31x less traffic than other pipes. Our results show that imbalances affect the
amount of recirculated packets. Even with an imbalance of 31, the amount of recirculated packets
is below 2% with higher memory utilization. We note that with an “infinite” imbalance, the fallback
mechanism performs close to the baseline (not shown in the graphs). One way to better handle
traffic imbalances would be to change the assignment of the traffic classes to egress pipes and map
more traffic classes on pipes that receive more traffic. We leave such optimizations as future work.
PipeCache handles bursty traces with little recirculation bandwidth overheads.When
there are many packets of the same flow that arrive “back-to-back”, the cache data structure fills up
and more packets must be recirculated to drain the cache. We measure the impact of bursty traffic
on PipeCache by synthetically increasing the number of back-to-back packets in the analyzed trace.
We define the level of burstiness of a trace as the average number of back-to-back packets with
the same flow identifier. For example, if the trace contains the sequence of packets < 𝐴,𝐴,𝐴,𝐴 >,
the burstiness level is 1 while a sequence < 𝐴, 𝐵,𝐴, 𝐵 > has a burstiness level of 0. The original
Caida trace has a burstiness level of 0.07. In this paragraph, we increase the burstiness level of the
CAIDA trace to 0.86 (highly bursty) by replicating packets. Figure 17 shows the F1-score (right blue
y-axis) and the extra bandwidth requirements (left red y-axis) while varying the available memory
(x-axis) for the single-pipe (cross marks), 16-pipe baseline (square marks), and PipeCache with 20%
cache (triangle marks) deployments and a burstiness level of 0.86. Our results show that PipeCache
retains almost a 6x memory reduction w.r.t. to the 16-pipe baseline. Compared to the original trace
of Figure 12 (which has a burstiness level of 0.07), we see that the bandwidth overhead increases by
a factor of ∼10x because of the higher number of packet recirculations needed to drain the caches.
To achieve an F1-score of 0.9, the bandwidth overhead of PipeCache is just 2%, which is within the
available internal recirculation resources of existing programmable switches.
PipeCache is not specific to heavy hitters. Case #1: detecting superspreaders. We im-
plement HyperLogLog [24] to identify super spreaders in the same traffic trace and augment it
with PipeCache. A super spreader is a source IP address that sends traffic to more than a cer-
tain number of distinct destination IP addresses (as opposed to the large amount of packets as
in a heavy-hitter detection task). We set the detection threshold to 128 addresses. We obtain
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Fig. 18. Super-spreader detection with PipeCache.

similar results with other threshold values. Fig-
ure 18 shows the number of true positives (left
blue y-axis) and false positives (right red y-axis)
over different memory sizes for the single-pipe
deployment (cross marks), a 16-pipe deploy-
ment HyperLogLog baseline (square marks),
and PipeCache with HyperLogLog (triangle
marks). The results show that PipeCache per-
forms very closely to a single-pipe deployment,
both in terms of true and false positives. We
note that the 16-pipe deployment baseline re-
quires up to 11.7x more memory to achieve the
same number of false positives of PipeCache.
We observe that the true positive line for the 16-pipe baseline deployment is higher than

PipeCache and single-pipe deployments. This should not be interpreted as a gain of the 16-pipe
baseline. The true positive line of the 16-pipe deployment is higher because there are also many
false positives, i.e., almost every monitored traffic class is reported as a super spreader. This is
also the case for the leftmost points of the single-pipe and PipeCache deployments, which detect
∼550 true positives with ∼ 105 bits of memory. We note again that the gains of PipeCache over
the 16-pipe baseline come from storing all the monitoring information in a single pipe instead
of spreading it over all pipes. This translates to a larger available memory, especially on next-
generation high-speed switches with multiple pipes. Recirculation overheads are identical to the
above heavy-hitter detection evaluation.
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PipeCache is not specific to heavy hitters. Case #2: Entropy

estimation. We implement the basic version of the MRAC al-
gorithm [46] (as in the Elastic-Sketch work [73]) to compute the
entropy of the flow distribution. The entropy of the flows distri-
bution is computed as −∑

𝑖 (𝑖 𝑛𝑖𝑚 log 𝑛𝑖
𝑚
) where 𝑛𝑖 is the number of

flows whose size is 𝑖 packets,𝑚 is the sum of all the 𝑛𝑖 , and 𝑖 it-
erates between 1 and the size of the largest flow. Figure 19 shows
the estimated entropy (y-axis) along different memory constraints
(x-axis) for both a single-pipe (cross marks) and a 16-pipe MRAC
baseline deployment (square marks) as well as PipeCache with
MRAC (triangle marks). The horizontal red dashed line represents
the real entropy of the trace. We observe that PipeCache reduces
the memory requirements for implementing MRAC on a 16-pipe
switch by 13x compared to the baseline.
PipeCache brings benefits to existing multi-query monitoring systems. We implement
Beaucoup [18] to support two queries at the same time: i) detecting IP source address super
spreaders and ii) IPpair heavy hitters. We select these two types of queries for two reasons. First,
the traffic classes are defined at different granularities, i.e., in the super-spreader query a traffic
class is an IP address while in the heavy-hitter query it is a pair of IP addresses. Second, the type
of “counting” (i.e., the so-called attribute of the query [18]) is different, i.e., in the super-spreader
query, we count distinct elements while in the heavy-hitter query we count the number of packets.
We note that the size of the cache element in PipeCache does not necessarily increase with the
number of supported queries. In fact, Beaucoup only executes one query per packet. Therefore the
size of the cache element is bounded by the largest number of hashes needed in a single query. In
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Fig. 21. Beaucoup heavy-hitter.

this example, the super-spreader query needs to store both the
hash of the IP source (to update the correct element) and that of
the IP destination (to update the element with the correct value).
In the heavy-hitter query, we only need to store the 32-bit hash of
the IP pair, which means the size of the cache element is 64 bits.
We analyze the accuracy of Beaucoup under two different traffic
spreading mechanisms: ECMP-based (as in previous sections) and
per-packet-random (where packets with the same 5-tuple may be
spread across pipes, as in NDP [27], Hula [43], etc.). Figure 20 and
Figure 21 show the F1-score (y-axis) for detecting superspreaders
and heavy hitters (resp.) along with different memory require-
ments (x-axis) using either a single-pipe (cross marks) or a 16-pipe
Beaucoup baseline deployment (square marks) or PipeCache with
Beaucoup (triangle marks), resp. In both figures, packets are spread
using per-packet-random. The results show that PipeCache re-
duces the memory requirements to achieve an F1-score of 0.75 by
14x and 4x for the super-spreader and the heavy-hitter tasks, resp.
We now consider an ECMP packet spreader (figures in App. C). In
this case, we observe different behaviors for the super-spreader and
the heavy-hitter tasks. In the super-spreader case, packets belonging to the same traffic class spread
over multiple pipes since packets with the same IP source address may have different destinations.
However, for the heavy-hitter task, the CAIDA trace is such that packets belonging to the same
IP-pair are unlikely to belong to different 5-tuples. This means that packets of the same monitored
traffic class are likely to traverse always the same pipe. In this case, we do not observe benefits in
deploying PipeCache for reducing the memory requirements in the heavy-hitter task. We note
that it helps to deploy PipeCache even if in only one of the monitored tasks packets from the same
monitored traffic class spread across pipes (e.g., super-spreader monitoring).
PipeCache brings benefits for flow-sampling-based monitoring queries. Some monitoring
systems sample a set of flows from the currently forwarded ones and keep statistics only about
those flows. FlowLens [6] is an example of such a system, which relies on a data structure to
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Fig. 22. FlowLens comparison.

store per-connection information. We implement FlowLens to sup-
port the monitoring task of computing the per-flow packet length
distribution. We use the difference between the real packet length
distribution and the estimated one by normalizing the two distri-
butions and summing up the estimation errors for each “packet
length bin” used in FlowLens. If the sum of the errors is smaller than
5%, we say that the packet length distribution of that flow is accu-
rate. Figure 22 shows the number of accurately estimated per-flow
packet-length distributions (y-axis) under different memory re-
quirements (x-axis) using either a single-pipe (cross marks) or a 16-
pipe FlowLens baseline deployment (square marks) or PipeCache
with FlowLens (triangle marks). We first use per-packet-random to spread packets. The results
show that there are significant gain in using PipeCache to correctly estimate the packet length
flow distributions. We then repeated the simulation with the ECMP-based packet spreader (refer to
App. D for graphs). As expected, in this case, we do not see any gains because the monitored traffic
classes (i.e., identified with 5-tuple) do not spread across multiple pipes. However, when traffic
imbalances across pipes arise, we observe a 2x memory reduction when using PipeCache.
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6 DISCUSSION

We discuss aspects of PipeCache that relate to i) its potential memory gains, ii) its limitations,
iii) its deployment within general network monitoring tools, and (iv) covert channel attacks.

6.1 Conditions for Memory Gains in PipeCache

There are different factors that affect whether PipeCache will bring any memory reduction:
• Spreading packets of a traffic class.When packets belonging to the same traffic class spread across
multiple pipes, PipeCache brings substantial memory gains by avoiding duplicating information
on multiple pipes. If packets belonging to the same traffic class do not spread across multiple
pipes, then PipeCache may not bring memory benefits (as in Figure 30 in Appendix D).

• The level of imbalance across pipes. Even if packets belonging to the same traffic class do not spread
on multiple pipes, PipeCache may still reduce memory requirements if packets are forwarded
with some levels of imbalance since some pipes may end up not fully utilizing their memory
resources (see Figure 31 in App D).

• The amount of information that should be stored in the cache per packet. PipeCache requires
storing a certain amount of information about a packet in the cache. In an IP-source-address
heavy-hitter monitoring task, this information is just the IP source address. In a 5-tuple heavy-
hitter, PipeCache does not have to store the entire 5-tuple as it can simply store the hash of
that tuple, which can be used to access the data structures in the egress pipe later on. In the
IP-source super-spreader task, PipeCache needs to store both the IP-source address (to access
the correct element in the egress pipe) and the destination IP address (to correctly update the
value of the accessed element). Therefore, in this case, the memory requirements of PipeCache
doubles. Memory requirements also increase with multi-query monitoring systems. In the worst
case, PipeCache must store the exact 5-tuple as well as other per-packet attributes (e.g., packet
length, inter-packet gap, TCP options).

• The data structures used to monitor traffic. PipeCache brings different levels of memory reduction
when using Elastic-Sketch or FCM-Sketch for the same monitoring task. Our evaluation shows
that PipeCache brings high memory benefits with all the mechanisms that store an identifier
of the traffic class (see Figure 12 for Elastic-Sketch, Figure 20 for Beaucoup, and Figure 22 for
FlowLens). Our evaluation shows that such high gains may also be achievable without storing
per-traffic-class identifiers (as in HyperLogLog, Figure 18). Formally understanding the impact of
multi-pipe deployments on monitoring mechanisms is future work.

6.2 PipeCache limitations

There are two aspects of the PipeCache implementation that require future work.
Reducing the number of register arrays. The number of registers used in PipeCache grows
quadratically in the number of pipes and this may become a limiting factor on ASIC programmable
switches. We note that our implementation of PipeCache is just a feasibility check. The cache
functionality of PipeCache could be an in-built primitive in the hardware of each pipe.
Parameter tuning. There exist one key parameter in PipeCache that needs to be tuned depending
on the burstiness and level of imbalance of the input trace: the threshold used to enable Approach
#3. A threshold of 0 would disable PipeCache. A threshold that is too high would result in a high
recirculation overhead. In our simulations, we set the threshold to 8, i.e., a packet is not cached and
directly forwarded to the egress pipe based on its forwarding information whenever PipeCache
detects in the countable bloom filter that it has cloned and recirculated packets in the element
pointed by the forwarded packet 8 times. A more thorough study of the impact of this parameter
on the performance of PipeCache is left as future work.
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6.3 PipeCache and covert channel attacks

We discuss the ability of PipeCache to detect different types of covert channel network attacks:
• Packet size distributions. In this type of attack, information is leaked using different packet sizes.
A common way to detect this attack is to track sudden changes in the packet size distribution.
Tracking packet size distributions per-traffic-class requires storing information on registers and
therefore suffers from memory overhead in multi-pipe switches. We showed a 25x memory
reduction by using PipeCache for these type of covert channel attacks.

• Inter-packet gap (IPG) time. In this type of attack, information is leaked by delaying consecutive
packets by different amounts of time. These types of attacks are cumbersome to detect on multi-
pipe switches because packets spreading on multiple pipes lead to incorrect inter-packet-gap
measurements. IPGs are measured by subtracting timestamps between consecutive packets. If
consecutive packets spread across multiple pipes, they arrive on different pipes one cannot
measure the inter-packet gap. PipeCache helps in moving all the IPG measurements on the
same pipe. PipeCache could compute the average inter-packet gap of each traffic class, however,
computing the distribution of inter-packet gaps would be more complex because inter-pipe
cached information is not moved to the egress in order.

• Storage in packet headers. In this type of attack, information is leaked inside TCP header fields
and is detected by monitoring rare values in these fields using data structures in the data plane.
Similarly to detecting packet length distributions, PipeCache could lower memory requirements
as it would store information about a single traffic class on a single pipe.

6.4 Deployment beyond ASIC switches

In this work, we focused on monitoring data structures that are deployed on ASIC switches.
Networking monitoring is, however, a complex operation that entails collecting and analyzing
traffic information at different locations using a different types of devices. Monitoring solutions
such as *Flow[62], SmartWatch [58], NetWarden [70], and FlowLens [6]) rely on a combination
of ASIC switches, SmartNICs, and general-purpose CPUs to detect network events at different
levels of granularity and performance. ASIC switches offer high packet processing throughput
with constrained packet processing logic (e.g., no decryption) and constrained memory. Conversely,
general-purpose CPUs support expressive packet processing logic at a lower throughput. The goal
is to offload as much as possible the monitoring logic to ASIC switches and rely on SmartNICs or
CPUs to perform more complex (and fine-grained) monitoring operations.
PipeCache brings benefits to such monitoring solutions by reducing the memory footprint on

ASIC devices. We showed in our evaluation that PipeCache significantly improves the accuracy of
the packet length distribution in FlowLens [6], which would intuitively result in better detection
accuracy on external devices. Solutions that rely on a two-level detection mechanism (e.g., Smart-
Watch [58]), where the ASIC identifies suspicious traffic at a coarse grainularity and forwards it
to external devices for fine-grained analysis, may also benefit from PipeCache. Our mechanism
would reduce memory requirements for the data structures deployed on the switch for identifying
suspicious traffic.
7 RELATEDWORK

There exists a rich body of literature on network monitoring.
Single-switch monitoring. Extensive research has been carried out in recent years on data-plane
monitoring on a single switch [73] [9, 11–13, 18, 33, 34, 45, 48, 52–54, 56, 59, 62, 63, 77]. The
goal of these systems is to design algorithms for extracting traffic statistics from traffic given the
constrained memory and computational capabilities of a switch. These works do not address issues
arising from multi-pipe switch architectures and are therefore orthogonal to our work.
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Network-widemonitoring. Several existingworks have explored the problems of collecting traffic
statistics from individual switches to build a network-wide view of the data-plane conditions [2,
8, 10, 10, 20, 21, 30, 31, 35, 50–54, 62, 64, 71, 78]. These works model each switch as a single node,
which we show is not correct when using multi-pipe switches. One can see a multi-pipe switch
as a special instance of a network where a pipe is equivalent to a node of the network. Most of
the existing work of network-wide monitoring aggregates statistics using a controller. Some of
these works (e.g., FlowRadar [52]) pull the data-plane data structures at the control-plane level
(e.g., through the CPU of the switch), which is renowned to be slow. Some other works (e.g.,,
LightGuardian [78]) extract the traffic statistics directly at the data-plane and may piggyback it on
data packets to reach end hosts and transmit those statistics to a controller. Conversely, we focus
on the impact of multi-pipe deployments and we collect all information in one pipe, thus achieving
faster detection. Some network-wide works tackle the problem of selecting which traffic classes
are monitored at a switch (e.g., CFS [10], AROMA [7]). PipeCache solves a completely different
problem, i.e., collecting monitoring information of packets that are spread over multiple locations
at a single location.
Awareness of multi-pipe switches. Khooi et al. [44] first raised awareness about designing
multi-pipe-aware systems. The authors state that “in-network traffic monitoring applications operate

as intended on multi-pipeline switches”. In this work, we show the opposite conclusion. Finally,
MP5 [60] is a recent work on multi-pipe ASIC programmable switches. It does not however tackle
the problem of heavy-hitter detection, it does not show the impact of multi-pipe deployments on
the accuracy of the detection, and we do not see how MP5 could be easily extended to solve it.
Alternative hardware implementations. The dRMT switch architecture envisions a shared
memory inside a pipe that can be accessed from all its match/action stages. However, dRMT
does not aim for inter-pipe shared memory and, as far as we know, there are not yet commercial
products that support it. Solving the inter-pipe memory problem is renowned to be an extremely
difficult problem [40]. Trio [72] is a programmable ASIC switch that supports a DRAM memory
shared across packet processor engines. DRAM is a memory for bulk transfers and suffers from
performance limitation when random access is needed [69] as in the case of different packets
pointing to a different part of the memory, making it difficult to use for per-packet level telemetry.
Distributed shared state. SwiSh [76] handles distributed state in a network using programmable
switches by replicating the same information across multiple switches. Thus, SwiSh replicates
information in multiple locations instead of collecting it at one location. Conversely, PipeCache
stores monitoring information at one single location with substantial memory savings.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we unveiled teh impact of deploying existing monitoring solutions on multi-pipe
switches. We presented PipeCache, a system that adapts a variety of monitoring mechanisms
to multi-pipe switches. Our evaluation shows up to 16x memory savings. PipeCache relies on
piggybacking metadata, generating ad-hoc packets, and resorting to a fallback mechanism to store
monitoring information on a single pipe. We envision extending PipeCache to network-wide
monitoring and store monitoring data in exactly one location in the network.
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APPENDIX

A MOTIVATION (FCM-SKETCH)

In this appendix, we report the analogous graphs of Section 2 for the FCM-Sketch mechanism.
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In Figure 23, we observe that it takes roughly ∼ 4x additional memory to achieve an F1-score
above 0.9 with a 16-pipe switch compared to the single-pipe deployment.
In Figure 24, we observe that under the same memory constraints, a single-pipe deployment

reduces ARE by up to a 1000x factor compared to a 16-pipe switch (from roughly 4000% to 4%).
This is visible for a memory utilization of roughly 10Mb.
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Fig. 23. Impact of multi-pipe deployment on the F1-
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Fig. 24. Impact of multi-pipe deployment on the

average relative flow estimate error (ARE) of an

FCM-Sketch-like monitoring data structure.

In Figure 25, we report the number of false negatives and false positives for different HH detection
thresholds. With the FCM-Sketch mechanism, we observe an identical level of accuracy degradation
as in Elastic-Sketch. The reason why Elastic-Sketch and FCM-Sketch performs similarly is that
both mechanisms achieve an F1-score of 1 in a single-pipe deployment. The false negatives and
positives are only due to the per-pipe threshold mechanism. We indeed observe that the set of false
positives and false negatives is roughly identical between Elastic-Sketch and FCM-Sketch.
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Fig. 25. Impact on FCM-Sketch of using different per-pipe thresholds on the number of false negative (blue

lines) and false positives (red lines) for different number of pipes using the same amount of per-chip memory.

B EVALUATION (FCM-SKETCH)

For FCM-Sketch, we reduce memory consumption between a factor of 2 − 3.3x for F1-scores above
0.9 (see Figure 26) with a cache memory overhead of 20%. The bandwidth overhead are much lower
than Elastic-Sketch because FCM-Sketch requires higher memory to achieve a high F1-score. This
means that the caches used by PipeCache with FCM-Sketch are also larger than Elastic-Sketch for
for similar F1-scores.

Figure 27 shows the number of true positives and false negatives with FCM-Sketch when using
the fallback mechanism. We observe that also in this case, PipeCache identifies all the 166 heavy
hitters at the cost of a higher number of false positives. We note that the lines at 5% and 20%
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recirculation rates overlaps completely as PipeCache recirculates below 5% of the packets. We
observe that the number of false positives goes to 0 with a memory utilization of 86Mb.
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Fig. 27. Impact of the packet recirculation threshold

with a fallback mechanism with FCM-Sketch.

Packet recirculation. We do not show for FCM-Sketch the graphs that focus on packet recircula-
tion. In fact, packet recirculation overheads do not depend on the monitoring solution but only on
the number of pipes, number of slices, cache sizes, and traffic trace. This means that the lines are
identical to Elastic-Sketch.

C BEAUCOUPWITH ECMP

In this section, we quantify the impact of multi-pipe deployment for the Beaucoup monitoring
system and the gains obtainablewith PipeCache.We spread packets across pipes using ECMP,which
is flow-consistent (i.e., all packets with the same 5-tuple traverse the same pipe). We implement two
queries: super-spreader detection and heavy-hitter detection. Following the design of Beaucoup,
we let each packet only update either the super-spreader detector or the heavy-hitter detector.
Figure 28 and Figure 29 show the F1-score (y-axis) under different memory requirements (x-axis)
for Beaucoup deployed on a single-pipe, Beaucoup deployed on a 16-pipe switch, and PipeCache
deployed together with Beaucoup on a 16-pipe switch.
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Fig. 28. Accuracy of PipeCache when extending

Beaucoup for the super-spreader monitoring task

(with ECMP packet spreading).
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Beaucoup for the heavy-hitter monitoring task (with

ECMP packet spreading).

We observe that the memory requirement gains for the super-spreader task (Fig. 28) are consistent
with those observed when the packets were spread using per-packet-random (Fig. 20). This is an
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intuitive result since a traffic class in the super spreader monitoring task aims at detecting IP
source address with many distinct destinations. Since the CAIDA trace contains many IP source
addresses with multiple destinations, even with an ECMP packet spreader, information about the
same IP source address would be stored at different pipes. Conversely, the memory gains for the
heavy-hitter monitoring task (Fig. 29) almost disappears when packets are spread using ECMP
instead of using per-packet-random (Fig 21). This can be explained as follows. In the heavy-hitter
monitoring task, a traffic class consists of an IP-pair and, in the CAIDA trace, different IP pairs tend
to have one or a few different 5-tuple connections. This means that most flows traverse a single
or a few pipes and therefore their information is not spread across all pipes. It is worth observing
that PipeCache still brings some small gains. It is worth noting that, even in the absence of gains
for one or more monitoring tasks, an operator should deploy PipeCache whenever at least one
monitoring task the gains are significant. We note that PipeCache could be deployed in Beaucoup
just for the monitoring tasks that exhibit large gains by using PipeCache. For the other queries
that do not exhibit large gains (e.g., heavy-hitter monitoring), one should fallback to a traditional
approach and avoid allocating cache memory for updating their data structures.

D FLOWLENSWITH A FLOW CONSISTENT PACKET SPREADER (ECMP)

We now show how PipeCache performs on workloads where packets belonging to the same
monitored traffic class do not spread across different pipes. We consider the same implementation
of FlowLens used for Figure 22 but we now spread packets across pipes using ECMP. Since a traffic
class in FlowLens is a 5-tuple and ECMP is flow-consistent, this means that all packets belonging
to the same monitored traffic class will traverse a single ingress and egress pipe. Figure 30 shows
the number of accurately estimated per-flow packet-length distributions (y-axis) under different
memory requirements (x-axis) using either a single-pipe (cross marks) or a 16-pipe FlowLens
baseline deployments (square marks) or PipeCache with FlowLens (triangle marks).
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Fig. 30. Accuracy of PipeCache when extending FlowLens for computing the packet-length distribution of

the 5-tuple connections with ECMP packet spreading.

We can observe that all the lines are close to each other. PipeCache retains the same accuracy of
the baselines, however, with the additional cost of storing the cache data structure.
We now show that, however, when there are traffic imbalances across pipes, PipeCache may

lead to memory savings. We therefore quantify the memory requirement gains of using PipeCache
when the traffic across the pipes is imbalanced. We replay the CAIDA trace with a level of imbalance
of 31. Figure 31 shows the number of accurately estimated per-flow packet-length distributions
(y-axis) under different memory requirements (x-axis) using either a single-pipe (cross marks) or
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a 16-pipe FlowLens baseline deployments (square marks) or PipeCache with FlowLens (triangle
marks). Our results show that, even when each single traffic class does not spread across different
pipes, PipeCache reduces the memory requirements up to a factor of 2x under an imbalanced
traffic workload.
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Fig. 31. Accuracy of PipeCache when extending FlowLens for computing the packet-length distribution of

the 5-tuple connections with ECMP packet spreading under a high imbalance.

E SINGLE- VS. ALL- EGRESS-PIPE CACHE DEPLOYMENT

A natural question to ask when using PipeCache is whether it is best to deploy an existing
monitoring solution across all egress pipes or just on one single egress pipe as was done in a
previous work [67]. In the all-egress-pipes deployment scenario, we use all the egress pipes to store
per-traffic-class statistics so that each traffic class is stored exactly in one of those egress pipes. In
the single-egress-pipe deployment scenario, we store all the traffic classes in exactly one single egress
pipe, i.e., the other egress pipes do not store anything. A single-egress-pipe deployment simplifies
the logic of the system and can potentially better absorb bursty traffic as explained in the following.
Consider an 8-pipe switch in which we deploy all the monitoring data structures on a single egress
pipe, for instance, Pipe 1. Assume we use two slices. Since there is a single egress pipe, we only
need to deploy two caches in one ingress pipe: one cache for each of the two slices. Conversely,
in a deployment where we store the monitoring data structures across all pipes, we would need
16 caches (two slices times eight egress pipes). Having fewer caches means that, under the same
memory constraints, one can configure larger caches in the single-egress-deployment compared to
the all-egress-pipes deployment, which helps in absorbing bursty traffic. There is however a cost in
using a single-egress-pipe deployment: one needs more slices (than an all-egress-pipe deployment)
to prevent the cache occupancy to grow indefinitely even under uniformly-balanced traffic across
pipes. Consider the same calculations that we carried out in Section 3.2 and assume a uniform
spreading of the packets across all egress pipes. With a single-pipe-deployment, a fraction [ = 1

8 of
the packets go to the only monitoring pipe (e.g., Pipe 1) and all packets (i.e., 𝛾 = 1) must be stored on
that pipe. This means that one needs > 8 slices to keep the cache occupancy low. Conversely, in an
all-egress-pipes deployment, we have that only a fraction 𝛾 = 1

8 of the packets have Pipe 1 as their
monitoring pipe. This means that two slices are sufficient to prevent the cache occupancy from
growing indefinitely under uniform traffic balance across pipes. We evaluate these two approaches
in Section 5.
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We compare the two PipeCache deployment approaches described in Section 3: when we deploy
an existing monitoring mechanism (e.g., Elastic-Sketch) on just one single egress pipe (which uses
larger per-slice caches) or across all of them (which uses smaller per-slice caches).
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Fig. 32. All-egress-pipes vs. single-egress-pipe.

Figure 32 shows the percentage of recirculated packets (y-axis) over the amount of utilized mem-
ory for both single-egress-pipe (reddish lines) and all-egress-pipes (bluish lines) cache deployments
and for different number of pipes, i.e., with 4 (triangle marks), 8 (square marks), and 16 (circle
marks) pipes. We set the memory cache overhead to 20% and use 4 slices. Our results show that the
percentage of recirculated packets for all single-egress-pipe cache deployments remains stable even
when additional memory is used. The reason lies in the calculations of Section 3: not enough packets
to drain the cache. Conversely, all-egress-pipe reduces the percentage of recirculated packets when
increasing the memory utilization.

F BACKGROUND ON HEAVY HITTERS AND SUPER SPREADERS

We provide some minimal background on heavy hitters and super spreaders.
Heavy hitters. A heavy hitter in a networking context is a traffic class that contributes to a large
fraction of the forwarded traffic. There exist a variety of definitions for heavy hitters. One may
define a heavy hitter based on a static threshold that defines the minimum number of packets to
characterize a heavy hitter. Alternatively, a heavy hitter may be defined as a fraction of a traffic or
as the top k traffic classes in a traffic trace. Most existing works on ASIC switches rely on thresholds
as these are simpler to realize in hardware [42, 63]. In this work, we also consider a threshold based
approach. Analyzing the memory benefits of PipeCache with other heavy hitter definitions is left
as future work.
Super spreaders.While a heavy hitter is a traffic class that generates a large fraction of traffic, a
super spreader is a traffic class that either generates traffic towards many destinations or receives
traffic from many sources (as in a DDoS attack [18]). The common way to detect super spreaders is
to rely on approximate data structures for counting distinct elements such as HyperLogLog [24, 66].
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